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Reviews Wizardborn Runelords, 3 Angie This book was better than the 2nd one. It just seems a bit unrealistic
to have the entire world change in the course of a week. Why does not even his wife call him by his first
name? Garrett I enjoyed this installment even more than the second book. I liked the dichotomy of Raj Ahtan
and his desire to help his people versus his absolute greed. It made me want to go out and read the next book
in the series right away so I can know what happens to these characters, and how they overcome the incredible
odds that Dave has set up he Beth York a grand fantasy! Mark Good books find a muse and follow it. The
muse may take many forms, a theme, a style, a character, or other. The heart of the first book was moral
choices about sacri The characters are well-established at this point, but they never seem to act in order to
further advance the plot only; they act as they should as established by the other books. Also, this book is
breathlessly plotted, happening over the course of just a few days. Marcelo This book clears the bad taste the
previous one, Brotherhood of the Wolf, left in my mouth. It actually manages to avoid the curse of epic almost
entirely: Another staple of this series is back: Andrew Obrigewitsch This is the best book of the this series
underrated series, at least so far. I give this book 3. Loosing some of the epic feel, this book takes place over
only two days where the previous two books covered four days each. I think this is mostly the unfortunate
consequence of having too many distinct plot threads, all experiencing major changes at the same time. While
I have enjoyed each of them, I feel like Farland has overreached a bit in trying to make this story bigger than it
shou Kevin Brinkman Knights on horseback vs the Zerg continues in this book. Jsrott This was another very
good book in a pretty darn good series. Still really liking the series. Got the audiobook for this one. Virginia
Adi not sure I can finish this series Mark Pretty much just ran out of interest in this series. My only qualm is
that is started out slow; it took a while to get to the action. But once it did, all was well. Alec The world David
Farland has created in the Runelords series seems to me like the universe, expanding and apparently gaining
speed. And how can a reader root for him with any conviction? Fortunately, the Earth King has a lot of friends
and acquaintances embarked on their own journeys. Heroes are never in short supply in the Kingdoms of
Rofehaven and Indhopal. And therein lies a weakness with Wizardborn: Axel This is what I wrote after first
having read the book; "This book is the third in a series of five. The greatest force in this book is the fantastic
descriptions of places. The Runelords are powerful lords with exceptional strength, wit and grace, and there
are many strange races like the ferrin and fravth giants. These ideas and many more are what carry this book
and the series to the end. Julien V For sure, Wizardborn has a tighter focus than the previous book,
Brotherhood the Wolf. Plot development is absent, or paper thin. It stops short of being boring: So by adding
non-stop action and hack writing, Wizardborn ends up resemb David Farland is able to bring forth such vivid
imagery that you truly feel as if you are there. This entry makes it difficult to know who to cheer for and can
make you second guess who you thought your heroes were. While not as riveting in my opinion as the first I
did enjoy it more than the second. This is one heck of a page turner. The author managed to comp By far the
best book in the series so far. Looking forward to 4. Farland is very creative. I love some of the unique
qualities of the Reavers, especially their language facility. I also particularly like the way Averan is
developing. As a reader, Mr. Farland kept me in a continual state of frustration - in a good way. He skipped
from character to character in their character development. Kenneth Geary This book was alright but it was
really just more of the same of the last two books. Some interesting things happen but those things could have
just been spilt into the end of Brotherhood of the Wolfand the beginning of The Lair of Bones. On a side note
this series really picks up after this book, so d In book 1 the Reavers are so hard to kill that it takes 40
Runelords to go after 1, and 8 or so die in the process. By book 2, one commoner and a fool at that manages to
kill 9 by himself. In this book, the author has the giants joining up with Gaborn, but he seems to forget that
they are the Jordan This book was better than the second. For the first time, Raj Ahten becomes a legitimately
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interesting villain who has motivations beyond evil. This book also balanced the emotional aspects of
impending disaster pretty well, and like its predecessors, it is well written and reads pretty quickly. Raj Ahten
loses much of his interest by the e Bryce Gaborn is diminished, and he has to learn to guide his people and
fulfill his duties to the Earth without his full range of powers. Raj Ahten tries to deal with problems in his
homeland. A bunch of other characters run around and do stuff. This volume is an improvement over the
second book, that is for certain. But, it definitely feels like the middle of a series--everything is setting up for
something else down the line. That made it a little har Charlie Holmberg Good book--David Farland is a good
writer. Kenny Cross The Runelords series is a jaw dropping, fist pumping in the air, jump up and down on my
bed, kick-ass fantasy series. However, it is the third book in the series and is not at all a stand alone novel.
Without reading the two before this, you will not understand what is happening.
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Wizardborn is book 3 in David Farland's very popular "Runelords" epic-fantasy sequence--carrying the story forward in
parallel strands of breathless action, lavishly gory battles, magical derring-do, and individual triumphs, failures, reversals
or transformations.
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